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Saturday 5th July 2014
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PREMIER LEAGUE!
Mens Melville Toyota League vs Fremantle (Won 5 - 1) !
Another positive weekend for the greater Melville Squad:!
1s defeated Fremantle 5 to 1!
2s defeated Fremantle 2 to 1!
3s defeated Reds 3 to 2!
This is the first time ever that the 1s have beaten Fremantle twice in
one season, although the game was never really over until the last
five minutes or so. The 2s also played a very experienced and tough
Fremantle unit and so their result is very pleasing also.!
Of note in the 1s game was the appearance of Matt Swann after his
involvement in the World Cup win and ensuing celebrations. He is
also on the way to the Commonwealth Games in 3 weeks time so
we were lucky to have this appearance. However, of note was how
he played, he was conscious of coming in and not upsetting the
balance of the team or overplay himself. He was given a job to do
and it was done to the best of his ability, and he fitted into the team
like a glove. Full commendation to Swanny, I didn't see this as being
easy for him but such is his professionalism he did it with aplomb. I
also had the experience of observing some very proud Melville
fathers feel good about their sons in the team, quietly very happy
about what their sons are achieving.....no less than 8 Melville
playing fathers have sons in the team, and proud they are and so
they should be. It takes the phrase "home grown" to a new level!!!!
It was a good result, but we still haven't played at our best for 70
minutes, we still have room for quite a deal of improvement, which
was part of the mantra discussed in the changerooms as we ticked
past the halfway mark of the season. We have set a few simple
goals that if carried out will take us forward to new heights.!
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This Saturday at 530pm we play UWA, the top team at McGillivray,
so need your support. It is a big one, and it is time for us to redeem
ourselves against one of the top teams after going down to Wasps
poorly a few weeks back. Can we handle this level? I believe we
can, but it's walking the talk that needs to happen, action speaks
louder than words.!
Rusty Ford and Swanny will be playing in this game and the aim will
be for objectives set for them so they add to what is developing in
our team. It certainly makes for a spectacle. UWA are a very good
side.!
Ok, I mentioned the Dads, but I know it is really the Mums who keep
the whole thing together and offer a different dimension to support of
sons. Their success is also yours!!!

!

Ladies Melville Toyota League vs Fremantle (Won 7 - 1)!
Best: M. Silvey/M. Eum/E. Stratton/C. Carter!
Goals: E. Stratton (3), E. Bone (2), C. Carter, H. Grant!
The goal fest continues. A blistering start to the game which saw two
goals inside the first 17 minutes with Freo also scoring as well.
Should I also mention the missed penalty stroke or should I leave
that alone Tilly....... Unfortunately another trip to hospital with Helen
collecting a stick to the knee requiring stitches. We made it back to
the game with five minutes to spare but by then we had scored
another five goals in the second half and the game was done.
CONGRATULATIONS to Kirst on her 200th game for the club and I
must mention Liz who scored a hat-trick today. Good luck also to
Preah, Briony and Tilly at the upcoming U21 Nationals.
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PROVISIONAL LEAGUE!
Mens Provisional 1 vs Westside Wolves (Won 2 - 1)!
Best: K. Jamieson, S. Gibson, J. Lawrence!
Positive team dynamics, due to a bbq dinner post game being
promised, saw an excellent win against good opposition. Conceding
in the last few minutes of the game meant the result was much more
nerve-wracking than it deserved. Honourable mentions to Stick for
practising his drive and hitting 4 teammates in the process &
Geersie for 3 minutes of some of the finest time wasting in the
corner that the Maroon Zone has ever seen.!

!

Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs Joondalup (Won 7 - 0) 2014-04-05!
Best: M. Read, A. Halliday, R. Williams!
Goals: M. Read (2), T. Barrett, R. Weddikkara, K. Armitage, R. Lee,
N. Elliott!
No report

STEVE MCENTEE’S
DURACRAFT PANEL & PAINT

PHONE CLUBMAN AND MAJOR SPONSOR, STEVE MCENTEE
FOR QUALITY PANEL BEATING AND SPRAY PAINTING

59 Norma Rd, Myaree
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9330 2466

Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs UWA (Won 4 - 0) 2014-04-12!
Best: R. Weddikkara, M. Read, K. Armitage!
Goals: M. Read (2), T. Barrett, K. Armitage!
No report!

!

Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs Subs (Won 6 - 1) 2014-04-26!
Best: M. Watton, N. Elliott, M. Read!
Goals: R. Williams (2), B. Rushton (2), G. Watton, N. Elliott!
No report!
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Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs Hale (Won 7 - 0) 2014-05-03!
Goals: M. Read (2), R. Weddikkara (2), R. Williams, K. Armitage, A.
Halliday!
No report!
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Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs Uni Associates (Won 2 - 1)
2014-05-10!
Goals: M. Read, K. Armitage!
No report!

!

Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs Wolves (Won 3 - 2) 2014-05-18!
Goals: M. Read, A. Halliday, G. Watton!
No report!

!

Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs YMCA (Won 7 - 3) 2014-06-08!
Goals: J. Pickering (2), M. Read (2), N. Elliott (2), R. Williams!
No report!

!

Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs Raiders (Won 8 - 3) 2014-06-15!
No report !

!

Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs Joondalup (Won 15 - 0)
2014-06-22!
Goals: M. Read (4), N. Elliott (4), J. Pickering (3), R. Weddikkara, B.
Rushton, A. Halliday!
No report!

!
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Mens Provisional 3 (Black) vs UWA (Won 7 - 3) 2014-06-29!
Best: M. Read, R. Weddikkara, G. Watton!
Goals: M. Read (3), R. Weddikkara, K. Armitage, N. Elliott, G.
Watton!
Another tight tussle. Fullbacks need to push higher.!

!

Mens Provisional 3 (Gold) vs Aquinas (Lost 0 - 7) 2014-06-22!
No report!

!

METRO LEAGUE!
Ladies Metro 1 vs Whitfords (Won 7 - 0)!
Best: J. Olde, J. Coad, C. Caydamar!
Goals: D. Goundrey (5), C. Toogood, J. Olde!
A goal feast, great win girls!!!!

!

VETERANS!

Ladies O35 Division 2 vs NC Raiders (Won 1 - 0) 2014-06-11!
Best: S. Clark, G. Glaskin/R. Hetherington!
Goals: D. Goundrey!
No report!

!

Ladies O35 Division 2 vs Suburban Lions (Won 5 - 1)
2014-06-25!
Best: R. Hetherington, S. Clark, G. Glaskin/S. Snyman!
Goals: R. Hetherington (2), S. Clark, D. Goundrey, L. Anderson!
No report!

!

Mens O40 Division 2 vs YMCC (Won 3 - 0) 2014-06-07!
Goals: C. James (2)!
No report!

!

Mens O40 Division 2 vs John XXIII (Won 5 - 0) 2014-06-14!
Goals: C. Simpson-Bint (2), D. Doak, M. Fardon, A. Spear!
No report!

!
!
!
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Mens O40 Division 2 vs Lions (Won 3 - 1) 2014-06-21!
Goals: R. Achemedei, C. James, P. Christian!
No report!

!

Mens O40 Division 2 vs Whitford (Drew 3 - 3) 2014-06-28!
No report!

!

Mens O40 Division 4 vs OGMHC (Won 4 - 0)!
Best: B. Kennington/I. Munns, P. Willis/M. Lawrence, B. Gibbins!
Goals: B. Kennington (4)!
Bryan played out of his skins today, fantastic goal turning over their
defence for the second goal after this Old Guildford could not stop
the momentum that got the whole playing outstanding team hockey
all round. Special thanks to Greg, Gerald and Dean for helping us
out till we get some players back. !

!

Mens O50 Division 3 vs Blades (Won on Forfeit) !
Disappointing that Blades did not field a team so we won by forfeit!

!
!
!
!
!
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!
www.hockeyinternational.com.au

Proud supporters of Melville City Hockey Club
Call in today for the best range of hockey gear at the best prices.

Phone Jinder on

9388 3377

!
!

Mobile 0407 186 456
Fax: 9388 3311
164 – 166 Railway Pde, West Leederville

Mens O60 Division vs Whitfords (Lost 3 - 5)!
Best: G. Riley, S. McEntee, R. Domingo/T. Parker!
Goals: S. McEntee (2), R. Domingo!
A close game against good opposition, who unfortunately for us,
rediscovered some of their best form from past years. Good passing
to advantage by both teams saw plenty of chances created, and
some great goals scored. We had our share of those, and fought the
game out, but didn't quite make it in the end. Best wishes to Kelvin
for a quick recovery from your injury.!
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JUNIORS!
Boys 11/12B vs YMCC (Lost 0 - 1)!
Best: J. Paterson, J. Templeman!
We fought hard and had control over 90% of the game Only to lose
it with a min our lapse in the last half . The team fought hard and
kept YMCC (top of the ladder) from scoring near the end of the
game. We will put the next few weeks in at training and no games to
come back stronger after the holidays.!

!

Girls 11/12B vs ECU Rangers (Won 1 - 0)!
Goals: C. Dawes!
It was freezing on a Friday night at the Melville turf and we had sick
players, coughing and sniffing everywhere. With none on the bench
the girls had to run with no break. With our star centre half hitting
the bench at half time, we went down to 10 players. We still
managed to win 1-0, only because we passed the ball like a team
and just kept having shots on goal. !
You ran your heart out girls and picking a top 3 will be difficult! 1
point for everyone!! Coach Costa.!

!

Boys 9/10A!
Best: T. Dickson, H. Parkes, H. Lock!
No point sugar coating it - we were humbled by a much better team.
After a very encouraging first half we were overrun. Very
disappointing - but it will be more disappointing if we fail to learn our
lessons. !

!
!
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!
Bank of Queensland
Applecross

!

Unit 3
18-22 Riseley Street
Applecross WA 6153
Tel: (08) 9464 3244
Fax: (08) 9464 3255
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Western Irrigation
Pty. Ltd.
211 Barrington Street
Bibra Lake WA 6163
Ph: (08) 9434 5678
Fax: (08) 9434 5777

Spearwood
Wool Handlers
!
!
U

Sudlow Road,
Spearwood 6163

!

Phone: (08) 9494 2967

!
!

Clubman – Rob Thorn
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! uardian Night & Day

U

Pharmacy Canning
Vale
Cnr Randford & Campbell Roads
T

9455 6061

Waste Water Services

T

Open every day
8am –10pm
Savings for players and supporters -

!

Ph: (08) 9248 6113

Show this advertisement to get 10%
off all first aid items and sports
medicines
T

!

Sewage & Water
Treatment - Australian
Mining

T

Owner/Manager John Cooke

U

!
!
!

Specialising in:
·
·
·
·

!

Steam carpet cleaning
Upholstery cleaning
Carpet & fabric protection
Tile and grout cleaning

T

Moncrieff Realty

Property Sales and Management
in the City of Melville.
T

JIM MONCRIEFF
(Veterans)Mobile: 0409 890
001Office:9330
1644jim@moncrieffrealty.comww
w.moncrieffrealty.com
T

Bruce Cadd

Long term club member

0417 967 779
Credit Cards Welcome
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T

!
Kenwick Auto Electrics!
T: (08) 9459 1755
F: (08) 9493 1003
swiftlink@kae.com.au

!!
!!
!!
!
!

118 High St, Fremantle

(08)
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!
T: 1300 876 334
F: 1300 295 334
info@satalyst.com

MaryAnne!
9330 4825

Network Packaging!
38-40 Magnet Rd, Canning Vale!
T: (08) 9456 5656!
F: (08) 9456 5600
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Girls 9/10A Promotion vs Uni (Lost 1 - 2)!
Goals: E. Shaw!
A very narrow loss to Uni this week was certainly no disgrace. To the
girls credit they stuck to our game plan and capitalised early to go 1
nil ahead. It was only some basic skill errors which allowed Uni to
score twice as we definitely commanded most of the play. The girls
continue to show improvement and this week’s solid performance
across all levels was pleasing.!
We will now have break to freshen up and start after the holidays
renewed. Thanks go to Brianna who played a great game once
again, and to Cydney who played solidly in defence as well. And
finally a big welcome to Jemma who has joined our team as is
playing very well.!

!

Boys 9/10A Reserve vs Lions (Won 4 - 1)!
Best: N. Deluca, T. Ziegelaar, C. Deaville!
Goals: B. Brown, B. Delaney, C. Surtees, C. Deaville!
Two in a row! Another solid all round effort, dominating the second
half after a very even first half. For the first time this season we
capitalised on our opportunities putting four goals in the back of the
net. The extra work the boys have been doing on a Monday night is
starting to reflect in our play. The boys have really bonded and are
much more fluent in their teamwork.!

!

Boys 9/10A Reserve vs University (Won 2 - 1) 2014-06-29!
Best: B. Delaney, Z. McKinnon!
Goals: R. Lawrence, T. Ziegelaar!
After consecutive wins the boys were keen to measure their
improvement against one of the top sides. A rematch against Uni
who defeated us 5 nil round one was just the test we were looking
for. The first half was very even with both sides not taking
advantage of their opportunities. However, this changed early in the
second half we Uni scored a freak goal. This seemed to make the
boys even more determined, and we continued to press forward on
many occasions. The equalising goal came from a penalty corner
and the winner a little later from general play.!
This was by far the teams best performance for the season. !
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Boys 9/10B White vs Peel Rebels (Lost 0 - 5) 2014-06-22!
Best: M. Widger, M. Batten, M. Hayward!
Tough game against the top side but the boys played well showing
significant improvement since the last time we played them. The
score line didn’t reflect how close fought the game was. Great job
boys!! The boys need to take away the good things we did during
the game and build on that.!

!

Boys 9/10B White vs Kwinana (Lost 4 - 1) 2014-06-29!
Best: B. Belke, M. Widger, R. Stewart!
Goals: M. Widger!
Good test this week against Kwinana. They scored a couple of easy
goals in the first half so the score line didn’t reflect how even the
teams matched up. Excellent second half!!! As a team you have
improved significantly since the start of the season. Keep up you
skills over the break and keep practicing!

!

Girls 9/10C vs Hale (Blue) (Lost 0 - 2)!
Best: B. Martin, I. Vieira!
A fantastic effort from the girls today, holding off a relentless Hale
attack. The score was nil all at half time, despite the game being
played 80% of the time in our 25. The girls were courageous in their
defence and used their opportunities well down the wings when they
could. They frustrated the Hale attack, only conceding two goals on
this encounter. Well done girls!!!!

!

Boys 7/8A vs UWA (Drew 0 - 0)!
Best: D. Paino, D. Forbes, P. Lorraine!
What a fantastic game to watch today. Again a brilliant defensive
TEAM effort!!!
With some AWESOME work by Zac in Goals today.!

!
!
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Girls 7/8A vs UWA (Lost 0 - 1)!
Best: A. Bell, J. Vanderzwan, N. Flynn!
There was so much to admire in this game. We barely gave them a
shot on goal with a scrambled PC the difference between the two
teams. We again dominated possession, field position and penalty
corners. Abi's play at right half gave us a strong avenue of attack
along with Neasa at right wing. Our mids worked hard going forward
and were switched on to pressure the opposition when we turned
the ball over. Crystal and Eilidh picked off a number of their forays
forward with terrific tackles and Sarah kept their dangerous right
winger quiet. Our winning ways, though, will have to wait a few
weeks. Enjoy the break, enjoy Regionals for those participating and
we will be back together to attack the back end of the season after
the holidays. !

!

Girls 7/8A Promotion vs UWA (Drew 2 - 2)!
Goals: A. Baskerville, L. Mellor!
Coach Dave took over for India this week. Tight first half nil all.
Second half UWA scored early to lead 2 nil. Girls fought back to
draw the game. Great job Dave and team.!

!

Boys 7/8A Reserve vs UWA (Lost 1 - 6)!
The first 20 minutes and the last 20 minutes was probably some of
the best hockey that the boys have played all season. Unfortunately
the 20 minute lapse in the middle let the team down with all the
goals being scored during this period of time. Keep your heads held
high boys and lets work on consistency for the whole game.!

!

Girls 7/8A Reserve vs Rockingham (Lost 0 - 10) !
The girls played well in the first half and were only 2 down. But in
the second half we let Rockingham come at us and didn't get the
tackles in. Well done Mia in goals! Back to training after the holidays
girls to get ready for the second half of the season.!

!
!
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Boys 7/8B Black vs Lions (Lost 0 - 1)!
Best: P. McQuaid, C. Addison, O. Sanchez!
This was a very close match where our forwards dominated early,
but never got the clean shot on goal they needed. A few of our
players were in unfamiliar positions and some of those worked well
which gives the team a lot of options for the rest of the season.
Patrick did well for his first time in goals and our half backline in the
second half was very strong. Sadly, we are still struggling to field a
full team in our own right, so we once again had helpers from the
5/6B team. It is great to see them there helping us but the constant
turn-around of unfamiliar players does make it hard for our team
work and tactics to improve.!

!

Boys 7/8B White vs UWA Green (Won 4 - 2)!
Best: C. Soraine/J. Lawrence, R. Needham, O. McHoull!
Goals: R. Needham (3), O. McHoull!
A blistering first half against quality opposition who were fighting for
our spot in the top two, set up an admirable win for the team. The
highlights being pressure, passing and leading to good positions as
well as a sense of urgency in our play. While the other side had a
red hot crack in the second half, the effort was maintained until the
final whistle. The boys continue to improve week by week and this
game was a good example of what we can do by being 100%
committed all game, well done team.!

!

Girls 7/8B White vs Westside Wolves (Red) (Lost 0 - 2)!
Best: M. Frossos, L. McGready, A. Lee!
A great game where all team members worked hard demonstrating
great positional play defending strongly against a tough attacking
team.!

!

Boys 5/6A vs UWA (Lost 0 - 9) 2!
The result says it all :( The second half was much more
encouraging, but we will be back at training on Monday working on
our passing. Heads up boys!!

!
!
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Girls 5/6A vs UWA (Drew 1 - 1)!
Goals: L. Cocks!
After dominating the game for 49 minutes our team were
disappointed to come away with a draw in the last minute of the
game. Lucy Cocks put us in front early in the game by TRAPPING a
fantastic cross and slotting in a lovely goal. Many other opportunities
came and went over the rest of the the game. The game itself was a
skillful display of hockey with hard fought contests all over the
ground. Coco (our wonderful Goalie) was made to make a few
saves and did this exceptionally well by clearing the ball out of the
circle. Ella Redman and Erin Miller read the play really well in
defence and made every attacking move by UWA a fruitless one. All
our player tried valiantly and should be proud of their efforts. We just
need to make the most of our goalscoring opportunities and we
really will be a force to be reckoned with. Keep hammering those
goals girls and the scores will be in our favour!!

!

Girls 5/6A Reserve vs UWA (Drew 0 - 0) !
Best: L. Christie, T. Growdon, E. McCormack/G. McCormack!
Another nail biting match which left the spectators exhausted! The
girls held possession for most of the game but just weren't able to
score that elusive goal, not from lack of trying mind you. A credit to
the UWA girls for holding us out. There were streaks of individual
brilliance, matched with great team play. The attack was relentless!
Great effort girls!!

!

Boys 5/6B Gold vs Fremantle (White) (Won 4 - 2)!
Best: Team Effort!
Goals: B. Parker (2), A. Metcalf, R. Barraclough!
A tough game against a much improved opposition from when we
last met. Great effort by all the boys today keeping continual
pressure on goal. A brilliant game from Riley Barraclough who ran
hard all game and was rewarded with one goal. Two goals also to
Ben Parker and one to Andrew Metcalf resulted in a hard fought 4-2
win.!

!
!
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Girls 5/6B Gold vs UWA (Won 1 - 0)!
Best: team effort!
Goals: J. Dixon!
Good game girls. Lesson learnt - even if the coach has a cold and is
losing her voice, she is still the one that calls the shots and if Dee
says so, please do it. That's how you win goals. Great effort in
defense and the wings did well holding their positions. !

!

Boys 5/6C Gold vs Kwinana Tigers (Won 2 - 0)!
Goals: B. Abrahams, N. Massie-Taylor!
Melville White 5/6 boys continue their weekly improvement with a
2-0 win over top of the table Kwinana Tigers. Defensive pressure
and a hungry attack kept the ball in Melville's forward half for the
majority of the game and resulted in goals by Nic Massey-Taylor
and Brodie Abrahams. Best players Andrew Goddard and Joe Bunn
contributed greatly to the win.!

!

Girls 5/6C Gold (Maroon) vs Melville White (Lost 0 - 2)!
Best: J. Stewart, T. Mishra, C. Cromb!
Good effort girls, you listened to everything your coaches said at
half time and your performance in the second half was much
improved. Keep listening and working hard on your basic skills.!

!

Girls 5/6C Gold (White) vs Melville Maroon (Won 2 - 0)!
Best: J. Leigh, E. Polglase, C. Brown!
Goals: M. Brown, J. Leigh!
A great spirited game by the girls again this week. Well done
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